Yesterday's Children

Where is Barbados?
Who were Barbados' First People?
What was life like for children long ago?
How did they travel?
What did they wear?
What games did they play?

This section will answer your questions.
The development of this music has come a long way, so much so that it is now taught in some secondary schools in the United Kingdom. The Barbados Community College offers an associate degree in music with a strong emphasis on jazz, sponsored by Barbados Jazz Society and funded by the government.

Young jazz musicians are looking for their space in the music world. Artists such as Stefon Lovett, Bobby McFerrin, the rhythm section (Jeffrey Etienne, Jason Holder), and the solo artist (Woodro Bakey, and James) are visible on the national stage. They work collaboratively with the government and are developing their musicianship.

In a few years, perhaps the local scene will achieve the level of the RNCM and perhaps surpass it. The music goes on...
The Garrison Historic Area
Museum of Parliament & National Heroes Gallery

Atlantis Submarines
Crop Over Festival
The Crane Resort
What We Can Do

- Collectively offer cultural training for tourism workers
- Enhance the visitor experience
- Lobby as a united for inclusion in national or regional destination marketing strategies
Thank you

See you in Barbados…